
 
 
 

Formative feedback 

Student name  Andrew Fitzgibbon Student number   513879 

Course/Unit  Self and Other Assignment number   5 

Type of tutorial  Audio-Visual   

 
 
Overall Comments 
Your notes (in Helvetica Neue) -  
 
An interesting concept for this work – like the idea of the projection of self into the 
landscape. I appreciate that you see this as an ongoing project, but suggest that it 
would benefit from some additional shooting for the purposes of the OCA assignment. 
This would allow the concept to be better reflected in the visual experience. 
 
Agreed. Build on the ‘successful’ portraits, analyse them and reshoot to bring the rst up 
to that level. 
 
Feedback on assignment  
Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Quality of Outcome, Demonstration of 
Creativity  
 
Notes on, and in addition to, video tutorial [Thank you for sending your notes of the 
tutorial to me] 
 
Good that you have embraced the challenge of working with strangers in conditions that 
cannot be fully controlled. This will inform your practice going forward and allow you to 
experience the challenges in making work through this approach. 
 
This is something that has to be done by you, repeatedly. Its about experience. It may be 
that after some time you get to a point where its not your scene, but the journey, the 
learning, is applicable across much other work. As you found there are many soft skills 
elements to getting that fraction of a second onto your memory card. 
 
Would recommend additional work so that the visual better reflects the concept: 

- It is difficult getting good shots when approaching random strangers as the 
results can be unpredictable. Go for volume and select the ones that fit the 
purpose visually. 



Learn from practice, my numbers for Aspirations Doncaster (2014) project, for example 
– 600+ portraits, sometimes 40 per session. It means that there are at least 30 really 
decent ones. 
 

- The images where the flash is more evident are more in tune with the concept – 
subjects pop from the background and speak to the concept of not being in tune 
with the landscape/environment. 

 
Use of light is important here, it won’t often be directly recognised but you can guide your 
viewers to the feeling you want to evoke, again, align with practice – what do Parr, 
Eggleston, Gilden, Sternfeld etc do? 
 

- Think about the landscape images in the book; would they be better at a similar 
scale to the portraits and make the work more coherent? Try them with muted 
colours. Perhaps select some that are visually ordinary, so they seem more like 
backdrops to the portrait subjects. 

 
The jump to black and white feels too much like that – a jump. I want the landscape to 
continue the/a narrative begun by the portrait, to ‘see’ over their shoulders, behind them 
etc. 
 
Overall, it is important to step back from the photos and look at the coldly – question 
whether or not they meet the conceptual aim. 
 
Look at the whole. Take each element apart, one print at a time until you’ve built to the 
sequence that says what you want it to say. Try a variety of edits and elicit a number of 
responses. 
 

Coursework 
Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Demonstration of Creativity  
Course work progressing well, with good engagement in the exercises. 
 
As you note, the course has moved you on – great to hear. 
 

Research 
Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis   
Variety of research on the learning log. For this assignment, I suggest you look again at 
the following works: 
 
Joel Sternfeld – A Stranger Passing – has a good essay too 
Moira Lovell – After School Club – on her website, and various publications 
Katy Grannan – both her method and pictures 
[Philip] Lorca diCorcia   
 
Learning Log 
Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis   
Clear, well written and laid out. 



 
Before assessment check all your links, highlight things you want to be seen. 
 

Suggested reading/viewing  
Context  
 

See artists mentioned under research. 
 
Where they are discussed in journals and textbooks, read around for other references – 
there’s always so many more to discover. 
 

Summary  
 

Strengths Areas for development 
 

• Lofty aims for the project 
• Challenge to yourself 
• Creation of book 

 
 

 

• Getting all the portraits to the best 
possible standard 

• Getting the narrative to point to  your 
intended message 

• Give yourself more chances at the time 
of shooting 

 
Please inform me of how you would like your feedback for the next assignment: written or 
video/audio. 
 

Tutor name Les Monaghan 

Date  06/01/19 

Next assignment due n/a 

 


